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Abstract
We investigate the kinematic alignments of luminous early-type galaxies (Mr−19.5 mag) in A119 and A168
using the kinematic position angles (PAkin) from the Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral-ﬁeld spectrograph (SAMI)
survey data, motivated by the implication of the galaxy spin alignment in a cosmological context. To increase the
size of our sample for statistical signiﬁcance, we also use the photometric position angles (PAphot) for galaxies that
have not been observed by SAMI, if their ellipticities are higher than 0.15. Our luminous early-type galaxies tend
to prefer the speciﬁc position angles in both clusters, conﬁrming the results of Kim et al., who recently found the
kinematic alignment of early-type galaxies in the Virgo cluster based on the ATLAS3Dintegral-ﬁeld spectroscopic
data. This alignment signal is more prominent for galaxies in the projected phase-space regions dominated by
infalling populations. Furthermore, the alignment angles are closely related to the directions of the ﬁlamentary
structures around clusters. The results lead us to conclude that many cluster early-type galaxies are likely to be
accreted along ﬁlaments while maintaining their spin axes, which are predetermined before cluster infall.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: individual (A119 and A168) – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies:
kinematics and dynamics
Supporting material: machine-readable table
1. Introduction
Galaxies are predicted to have spin vectors aligned with
nearby large-scale structures, according to the tidal torque
theory (Hoyle 1949; Peebles 1969; White 1984). If the
primordial angular momentum is conserved, galaxy spin
vectors at the present epoch still correlate with the large-scale
structures. However, in the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM)
paradigm, galaxies are expected to grow through numerous
mergers, which may have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on their
angular momentum. Hence, studying the alignment between
galaxy spin axes and large-scale structures can provide vital
information about how galaxies form and evolve.
Several attempts have been made to test the alignment of
galaxy spin vectors in simulations (see, e.g., Navarro et al.
2004; Aragón-Calvo et al. 2007; Brunino et al. 2007; Paz et al.
2008; Hahn et al. 2010; Codis et al. 2012; Dubois et al. 2014;
Wang & Kang 2018). For instance, Aragón-Calvo et al. (2007)
showed that a correlation between galaxy spin vectors and
large-scale structures depends on halo mass. Codis et al. (2012)
also claimed that low-mass halos acquire a spin parallel to the
direction of the host ﬁlament, while more massive halos
acquire a spin perpendicular to the host ﬁlament direction,
because of mergers along the ﬁlaments. More recently, using
the hydrodynamical cosmological volume simulation, Horizon-
AGN, Dubois et al. (2014) found that the stellar mass transition
from alignment to misalignment (or perpendicular alignment)
happens around 3× 1010Me, in quantitative agreement with
the transition mass of Codis et al. (2012) for dark matter.
Observational attempts have also been made to test these
theoretical predictions (see, e.g., Lee 2004; Trujillo et al. 2006;
Paz et al. 2008; Tempel & Libeskind 2013; Tempel et al. 2013;
Pahwa et al. 2016). For example, using the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) data, Tempel et al. (2013)
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found that the spin axes of bright spiral galaxies tend to be
weakly aligned parallel to their host ﬁlaments, while the spin
axes of early-type galaxies have a strong tendency to be aligned
perpendicular to the host ﬁlaments. This was conﬁrmed by
Pahwa et al. (2016) based on the 2 Micron All-Sky Survey
(Huchra et al. 2012) data.
In cluster environments, the densest regions in the universe
found at the nodes of ﬁlamentary structures, galaxy spin axes
are a priori expected to be distributed either randomly or
anisotropically. Indeed, Aryal & Saurer (2004, 2005) showed
that the photometric position angle (PAphot) distribution of
galaxies in Abell clusters varies from cluster to cluster, that is,
galaxies in some clusters are well aligned, while others have no
preferred spin axes. Recently, Kim et al. (2018) found a clear
alignment for the Virgo early-type galaxies using stellar
kinematic position angles (PAkin) from ATLAS
3D. Moreover,
according to Lee et al. (2018), who performed an analysis on
the YZiCS cluster simulations (Choi & Yi 2017), a galaxy spin
axis acquired within a large-scale structure can be preserved for
many gigayears, even after entering a cluster.
Focusing on early-type galaxies is well suited for investigat-
ing the kinematic alignment of cluster galaxies, because early-
type galaxies are believed to form as a result of mergers that
make a galaxy spin axis perpendicular to the host ﬁlament.
Furthermore, the PAkin values, deﬁned as the angle between the
north and the receding part of the velocity map in a
counterclockwise direction (i.e., perpendicular to the spin
axis), is the best indicator to determine the galaxy spin axis,
particularly for a round galaxy, for which it is difﬁcult to
estimate its major axis (hence its spin axis) based on
photometric data. Therefore, PAkin-extracted from integral-
ﬁeld spectroscopic (IFS) observations can provide a better
understanding of the correlation between the spin axes of early-
type galaxies and ﬁlamentary structures. The Sydney-AAO
Multi-object Integral-ﬁeld spectrograph (SAMI; Croom et al.
2012), mounted on the 3.9 m Anglo-Australian Telescope
(AAT) and fed into the AAOmega dual-beamed
spectrograph (Sharp et al. 2006), with 13 fused ﬁber bundles
(Hexabundles; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2011; Bryant et al. 2014)
of ∼15″ diameter on the sky, makes it possible to obtain
spatially resolved optical spectra for a large number of galaxies.
The SAMI Galaxy Survey provides a complete census of the
resolved optical properties (e.g., star formation rate, age,
metallicities, and stellar and ionized gas kinematics) of ∼3000
galaxies in the redshift range 0.004<z<0.095 (Bryant et al.
2015) from the Galaxy And Mass Assembly survey (GAMA;
Driver et al. 2011) and in eight clusters (APMCC0917, A168,
A4038, EDCC442, A3880, A2399, A119, and A85 at
0.029< z<0.058; Owers et al. 2017). The public data20 are
accessible via the survey website21 (Allen et al. 2015; Green
et al. 2018; Scott et al. 2018), and the Australian Astronomical
Observatory’s Data Central.22
In this study, we focus on early-type galaxies in A119 and
A168 that are directly linked to a ﬁlament with similar redshifts
(see Table 1 and Figure 12). Our sample is described in
Section 2, and the properties of our sample galaxies in A119
and A168 are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Subsequently, in Section 5, we discuss the connection between
the kinematic alignment of cluster early-type galaxies and their
surrounding ﬁlamentary structures, before conclusions are
drawn. Throughout the paper, we adopt a standard ΛCDM
cosmology with Ωm=0.3, ΩΛ=0.7, and
H0=70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
2. Data and Sample
We begin by selecting all member galaxies in A119 and
A168 from Owers et al. (2017) observed as part of the SAMI
survey. Note that the SAMI redshift catalog for cluster galaxies
has a high spectroscopic completeness (∼85% for A119 and
∼95% for A168) for rpetro19.4 and cluster-centric distances
R< 2R200. The morphological classiﬁcation to select early-type
galaxies is based on visual inspection by ﬁve authors using
both the SDSS DR1423 and the Dark Energy Camera Legacy
Survey24 color-composite images. Our classiﬁcations are
carried out using a scheme of two classes: early-type and
others. The results are collated, and galaxies with at least
80%of the vote are classiﬁed as early-types to construct a
robust sample.
The absolute r-band magnitude cut of −19.5 mag,25 taking
the optical magnitudes from Owers et al. (2017), is applied on a
sample in order to exclude dwarf-scale galaxies, because the
alignment between galaxy spin axes and ﬁlaments is known to
be correlated with galaxy luminosity (Tempel et al. 2013;
Pahwa et al. 2016).
To investigate the kinematic alignment of cluster early-type
galaxies, we use the values of PAkin from SAMI. The SAMI
stellar kinematic maps are obtained using the Penalized Pixel-
Fitting (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) routine as described in
van de Sande et al. (2017), and the values of PAkin are derived
from the stellar kinematic maps using the Fit Kinematic PA
code that is based on the method described in Appendix C of
Kranović et al. (2006; see Section 6.1.6 of Scott et al. 2018).
The standard SAMI data reduction method is described in
Sharp et al. (2015).
Among our sample, only about 60% of galaxies have the
values of PAkin.
26 However, it is known that a small fraction of
early-type galaxies (∼10% from Kranović et al. 2011 based on
ATLAS3Dand ∼27% from Fogarty et al. 2015 using the SAMI
pilot data) exhibit a signiﬁcant difference between PAphot and
PAkin. In Figure 1, we show the kinematic misalignment angle
(Ψ, which is deﬁned as sin sin PA PAphot kinY = -∣ ( )∣) of
luminous early-type galaxies (Mr−19.5 mag) in A119
Table 1
The Properties of A119 and A168
Cluster R.A. Decl. z M200 R200
J2000 J2000 (1014Me) (Mpc)
A119 14.067150 −1.255370 0.0442 8.6±3.1 2.04
A168 18.815777 0.213486 0.0449 1.9±1.1 1.32
Note.R.A., decl., z, M200, and R200 are all from Owers et al. (2017).
20 Note that the cluster data are not yet included in the public data set.
21 https://sami-survey.org/data/
22 http://www.asvo.org.au/index.php/aao-data-central/
23 https://www.sdss.org/dr14/
24 legacysurvey.org/decamls/
25 For a sanity check, we apply the various r-band magnitude cuts of −21.0,
−20.5, −20.0, and −19.0 on our sample, and note that the results are not
affected by the selection of the magnitude cut, except for the signiﬁcance level.
Furthermore, if a galaxy is fainter than −19.0 in r-band (∼1010 Me, when we
assume that g−r=0.8), it begins to become difﬁcult to measure kinematics for
passive systems.
26 The SAMI survey included galaxies within R < R200 as primary targets, so
the majority of the galaxies without PAkin are likely to be outside that radius.
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(green circles) and A168 (blue squares) as a function of
ellipticity, by measuring the values of PAphot and ellipticity
using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). The agreement
between PAphot and PAkin is generally good, but some galaxies
with small ellipticities (ò< 0.15, that is, round galaxies) show a
clear discrepancy. When we adopt the ATLAS3Dconstraint,
Ψ< 15° (Kranović et al. 2011), 74% of our sample galaxies are
in this range, and if we select galaxies with larger ellipticity
(ò0.15), the fraction increases to 87%. This also means that
13% of our sample galaxies with large ellipticities show
differences in PAphot and PAkin values. A difference between
these two PAs can be indicative of the intrinsic shape of a
galaxy (triaxiality) or caused by strong bars or galaxy
interactions. In particular, galaxies with large kinematic
misalignment angles (Ψ> 20° ) and ellipticities (ò> 0.20) are
likely to be dominated by strong bars or interacting systems,
according to Weijmans et al. (2014) based on the
ATLAS3Ddata and Oh et al. (2016) using the SAMI and
CTIO deep imaging data. Indeed, seven galaxies with large Ψ
and ò in our sample tend to have disturbed features.
To increase the sample size, we use PAphot for galaxies that
have not been observed by SAMI, if its ellipticity is larger than
0.15.27 We also rearrange the values of PAkin to lie between 0°
and 180° by considering neither the receding nor the preceding
parts of the velocity map, in accordance with the range of
PAphot. These processes yield a ﬁnal sample of 133 and 40
galaxies for A119 and A168, respectively, and the details are
listed in Table 2.
3. Properties of Early-type Galaxies in A119
A119 (z∼ 0.0442) is a relatively rich cluster among SAMI
cluster samples, with M200∼8.6× 10
14Me and
R200∼ 2.04Mpc (Owers et al. 2017). This cluster exhibits a
prominent red sequence dominated by early-type galaxies, as
presented in Figure 2, and the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) is
located in the cluster center, as if it is a virialized system.
Previous studies, however, suggest that A119 is a dynamically
young cluster with several substructures (see, e.g., Fabricant
et al. 1993; Rossetti & Molendi 2010; Lee et al. 2016), and the
galaxy density map is elongated in the northeast direction
(Owers et al. 2017).
3.1. Distribution of Early-type Galaxies in A119
The spatial distribution of our 133 luminous early-type
sample galaxies in A119 is illustrated in Figure 3 as green
ellipses, based on their PAphot or PAkin and ellipticities,
together with cluster member galaxies (gray circles). The BCG
lives in the densest part of A119, the rough center of the cluster
and the main concentration of X-ray emission (red cross), and
early-type galaxies are relatively evenly distributed within
R0.6 200 by reference to R200, denoted by the black dashed
circle. To the northeast of the BCG, however, there exists an
over-density region containing many early-type galaxies (see
the number density contours of cluster member galaxies (black)
and green ellipses), as already known (see, e.g., Lee et al. 2016;
Owers et al. 2017). This anisotropic galaxy distribution in a
cluster is common in the ΛCDM cosmology in which galaxy
clusters are hierarchically assembled with structure formation.
3.2. Alignment Signal in A119
The position angle (PA) distribution (top) and the probability
distribution function (PDF; bottom) of 1+ξ (where ξ is the
excess probability)28 for our sample galaxies are shown in
Figure 4. Our luminous early-type sample galaxies prefer the
speciﬁc PA value of ∼ 95° (hereafter, the kinematic alignment
angle). This implies that the ﬁndings of Kim et al. (2018) are
not limited to the Virgo cluster.
We also perform 1000 bootstrap resampling for PA values of
A119 with the same number of sample galaxies ( 133# for
A119) to estimate the uncertainty of the kinematic alignment
angle measurement. As a result, the mean and standard
deviation of 1000 PA peak values are 90° and 25°,
respectively.
To test the statistical signiﬁcance of our ﬁnding, we use
bootstrap resampling methods again. After 1000 iterations, the
uniform distribution is generated and the 1σ conﬁdence level is
calculated (gray solid line and gray shaded regions in the
bottom panel of Figure 4). The values of PDF for our sample
and the uniform distribution at PA∼ 95° are 1.62 and 1.00,
respectively, and the 1σ level is 0.20. This means that the
Figure 1. Kinematic misalignment angle Ψ, deﬁned as the difference between
the photometric position angle (PAphot) and the kinematic position angle
(PAkin), as a function of ellipticity for luminous early-type galaxies
(Mr−19.5 mag) in A119 (green circles) and A168 (blue squares).
Table 2
Results of Sample Selection
Cluster Nmem NETG NETG,PAkin
A119 695 133 79
A168 364 40 24
Note.Nmem is the total number of member galaxies in each cluster from Owers
et al. (2017). NETG is the total number of luminous early-type members
(Mr−19.5 mag) that are used in this study, while NETG,PAkin is the number of
galaxies with the PAkin from SAMI among our sample.
27 For reference, 17 and 6 galaxies are excluded in A119 and A168,
respectively, and we note that our results are not changed by including them.
28 An excess probability distribution shows the probability that a measure will
take any value greater than a particular number. For example, if a particular
number of a bin is A and the measured value of that bin is also A, then 1+ξ is
1(=A÷A). In other words, if the number of samples in each bin is the same (
i.e., uniform distribution), then 1+ξ is 1 in all ranges.
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alignment signal in A119 is signiﬁcant at the 3σ conﬁdence
level.
According to Lee et al. (2018), cluster environments do not
efﬁciently re-orient galaxy spin vectors unless a merger or
strong tidal perturbation was encountered. Nevertheless, the
change in the spin axis tends to increase with time after infall of
a galaxy into the cluster, regardless of mergers (see panel (d) of
Figure 5 of Lee et al. 2018). We, therefore, divide the sample
into two subsamples based on the distribution of the population
for a particular time since infall, in a projected phase-space
diagram from Rhee et al. (2017, Figure 6), as shown in
Figure 5: (1) galaxies in R1 (light green circles, 73 galaxies
found in the projected phase-space region that is dominated by
ancient infallers) and (2) galaxies in R2 (sky blue circles, 60
galaxies in the region dominated by infalling populations).
Rhee et al. (2017) performed phase-space analyses in cluster
environments using the YZiCs data (Choi & Yi 2017) and
found that galaxies tend to follow a certain path in a phase-
Figure 2. Color–magnitude relation of A119. Our sample galaxies (i.e.,
luminous early-type galaxies) are presented as green circles with cluster
member galaxies as gray circles.
Figure 3. Spatial distribution of member galaxies in A119. The green ellipses
indicate our 133 luminous early-type sample galaxies, while the gray circles are
member galaxies in A119. For the ellipse, the length of the major axis is given
a ﬁxed value, but the orientation of the major axis and the length of the minor
axis reﬂect the values of PAphot or PAkin, and the ellipticity of each galaxy. The
black contours represent the galaxy number density, whereas the black dashed
and solid circles indicate R200 and R2 200, respectively. The red cross marks the
peak of X-ray emission from the ROSAT observations.
Figure 4. Distribution of the position angles (PA; top) and the probability
distribution function (PDF; bottom) of 1+ξ for our 133 luminous early-type
sample galaxies in A119, with a bin width of 15°. The PDF of the uniform
distribution is shown as the gray solid line in the bottom panel, and the 1σ
conﬁdence level is also presented as gray shaded regions.
Figure 5. Phase-space diagram for our 133 luminous early-type sample
galaxies in A119, split up into two distinct regions (labeled R1 and R2). The
sample galaxies are divided into two subsamples based on the position in a
phase-space diagram, following the classiﬁcation introduced by Rhee et al.
(2017): R1 corresponds to regions B, C, and E in their Figure 6, and R2 to
regions A and D. Light green indicates ancient infallers (73 galaxies), while sky
blue denotes infalling populations (60 galaxies). Rvir is calculated by dividing
0.8 by R200.
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space diagram based on the time since infall into a cluster.29
They divided the phase space into ﬁve distinct regions, but we
divide our sample galaxies into two subsamples for statistical
signiﬁcance.
Figure 6 presents the PA distributions and PDFs of 1+ξ for
our subsamples. Galaxies in the outer regions of the cluster (R2
in Figure 5, sky blue histograms and the dashed line PDF)
exhibit a more prominent alignment signal (almost 3.5σ level),
even though the kinematic alignment angle is a little shifted
toward 80°, compared with the parent sample (see Figure 4).
As an additional step, to quantify the statistical signiﬁcance of
the alignment signal for galaxies in the outer parts of the
cluster, we perform the Kuiper and Watson tests for the PDFs
of A119 and the uniform distribution. Both tests give a
probability of <0.01, so the null hypothesis of no difference is
rejected. On the other hand, the alignment signal for galaxies
closer to the cluster center (R1 in Figure 5, light green
histograms and the solid line PDF) does not disappear
completely, but it is considerably weakened, as can be expected
from the results of Lee et al. (2018).
4. Properties of Early-type Galaxies in A168
A168 (z∼ 0.0449) is well known as a cluster–cluster merger,
with M200∼ 1.9× 10
14Me and R200∼ 1.32Mpc (Owers et al.
2017). From the Chandra observations, this cluster has two
peaks of X-ray emission in the central parts and the northern
parts of the cluster (Hallman & Markevitch 2004; Fogarty et al.
2014, see also the red crosses in Figure 8). The strongest X-ray
emission peak is the northern one corresponding to the BCG of
this cluster, but the galaxy number density peak is not
coincident with either of the X-ray peaks. The color–magnitude
relation of this cluster, presented in Figure 7, is also unusual:
(1) the BCG is at least 1 mag brighter than the second brightest
galaxy and (2) the red sequence is not prominent in comparison
with other clusters, such as A119 (see Figure 2).
4.1. Distribution of Early-type Galaxies in A168
The spatial distribution of our 40 luminous early-type
galaxies in A168 is shown in Figure 8 as blue ellipses with
cluster member galaxies (gray circles). Early-type galaxies in
this cluster are mainly situated around the two X-ray peaks, and
the fraction of luminous early-type galaxies is low compared
with that of A119, 13% correspond to 22%. Many observa-
tional studies suggest that a cluster merger is likely to trigger
Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, but for two subsamples divided by the position in a
phase-space diagram (see Figure 5). Light green indicates ancient infallers (73
galaxies in R1 of Figure 5), while sky blue represents infalling populations (60
galaxies in R2 of Figure 5). The PDF of the uniform distribution is also shown
for comparison in gray, with the 1σ conﬁdence level in the bottom panel.
Figure 7. Color–magnitude relation of A168. Our sample galaxies (i.e.,
luminous early-type galaxies) are denoted as blue circles together with cluster
member galaxies as gray circles.
Figure 8. Spatial distribution of member galaxies in A168. The blue ellipses
indicate our 40 luminous early-type sample galaxies, while the gray circles are
member galaxies in A168. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3, except that two
X-ray peaks come from the Chandra observations.
29 For reference, Noble et al. (2013) also tried to separate cluster members into
“accreted early” and “accreted recently” galaxies, utilizing caustic diagrams.
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star formation activity of cluster galaxies depending on the
merging stage (see, e.g., Caldwell et al. 1993; Caldwell &
Rose 1997; Ferrari et al. 2005; Hwang & Lee 2009). It is
unclear whether the properties of our sample galaxies have
been impacted during a cluster–cluster merger, but if star
formation activity is enhanced by this process, it may also
affect the kinematics of our sample galaxies.
4.2. Alignment Signal in A168
We present the PA distribution (top) and the PDF (bottom)
of 1+ξ for our sample galaxies in Figure 9 and ﬁnd that early-
type galaxies in A168 tend to prefer a speciﬁc PA value of
roughly 75°. This implies that early-type galaxies could be
kinematically aligned with each other in terms of PA, even in
merging clusters, although the peak of the PA distribution for
A168 is at the 2.7σ conﬁdence level. We also estimate the
mean and standard deviation of the kinematic alignment angle
of A168 (see Section 3.2 for methodology), and the values are
72° and 25°, respectively. As compared to A119, the weakened
alignment signal might be related to the nature of this cluster (
i.e., cluster–cluster merging) and/or the ﬁlamentary structures
of this cluster.
The phase space of A168 divided into two regions is shown
in Figure 10, as we have tested the A119 galaxies (see Figure 5
and Section 3.2): (1) ancient infallers (18 galaxies in R1, light
green circles) and (2) infalling populations (22 galaxies in R2,
sky blue circles).
In Figure 11, we present the PA distributions and PDFs of
1+ξ for our subsamples. Light green histograms and the solid
line PDF indicate 18 ancient infallers, and sky blue histograms
and the dash line PDF represent 22 infalling populations.
Although the statistical signiﬁcance is low as ∼ 2.0σ level
because our analysis for A168 is based on a limited sample, the
kinematic alignment angle of A168 corresponds to those of
subsamples. In addition, for infalling populations (galaxies in
R2 of Figure 10), another peak of the PA distribution at
roughly 135° is revealed. However, it is necessary to keep in
mind that A168 is known as a cluster–cluster merger with two
X-ray peaks, so the cluster center position may be inaccurate.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
Galaxy clusters are the most massive virialized objects in the
universe. They are usually connected to multiple ﬁlaments that
arrive from various directions at the same time, so the
kinematic alignment angles of cluster galaxies can be found
Figure 9. The PA distribution (top) and the PDF of 1+ξ (bottom) for our 40
luminous early-type sample galaxies in A168, with a bin width of 30°. For
comparison, the PDF of the uniform distribution with the 1σ conﬁdence level is
shown in gray in the bottom panel.
Figure 10. Phase-space diagram for our 40 luminous early-type sample
galaxies in A168, split up into two regions (see Figure 5 and Section 3.2). Light
green represents ancient infallers (18 galaxies), while sky blue indicates
infalling populations (22 galaxies).
Figure 11. Same as Figure 9, but for two subsamples divided by the position in
a phase-space diagram (see Figure 10). Light green represents ancient infallers
(18 galaxies in R1 of Figure 10), while sky blue indicates infalling populations
(22 galaxies in R2 of Figure 10). The PDF of the uniform distribution is also
shown for comparison in gray, with the 1σ conﬁdence level in the bottom
panel.
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to vary according to their surrounding ﬁlamentary structures. In
this sense, to understand the kinematic alignments of cluster
early-type galaxies, it is important to investigate the ﬁlamentary
structures around clusters.
To identify the ﬁlamentary structures around A119 and
A168, we extract all galaxies with spectroscopic information in
the region of 0°<R.A.<30° and −12°<decl.<16° from
the HyperLeda database30 and then investigate their consecu-
tive distributions in various radial velocity ranges and mapping
all selected galaxies in the three-dimensions of the Cartesian
supergalactic coordinate system, following the method of Kim
et al. (2016). During this process, galaxies within R2 200 from
the center of each cluster in supergalactic coordinates are
intentionally excluded to avoid contamination from the cluster
galaxies. More details about the ﬁlamentary structures around
A119 and A168 will be described in a forthcoming paper (W.
Lee et al. 2019, in preparation).
In Figure 12, we show the projected spatial distributions of
galaxies belonging to the ﬁlaments of A119 and A168 as
orange circles, with cluster members (contours in the top panel
Figure 12. Top: spatial distribution of galaxies in the ﬁlaments around A119 and A168. The orange symbols show galaxies belonging to the ﬁlaments, while the
contours are a number density of cluster members. Bottom: central parts of A168 (left) and A119 (right), as indicated by the blue box or the green box in the top panel,
with member galaxies of each cluster (gray circles). Our luminous early-type sample galaxies are also presented as light green (ancient infallers) or sky blue (infalling
populations) circles, and the red arrow denotes the kinematic position angle of each cluster. The range of the kinematic position angle is also indicated by the red
dashed lines, and the additional kinematic position angle associated with infalling populations of each cluster is denoted by the blue arrow in each panel. The black
dashed and solid circles indicate the R200 and R2 200 of each cluster.
30 http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/
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and gray circles in two bottom panels). We see in the top panel
that the ﬁlament connected to A119 from the west of the cluster
center is wider and longer than the others. It is also noteworthy
that the ﬁlamentary structure of A168 is more complex than
that of A119.
The bottom-right panel shows the central part of A119, as
indicated by the green box in the top panel. In the case of
A119, we identify two ﬁlaments, one connected to the cluster
center from the west (main ﬁlament), and the other linked to the
northern part of the cluster from the northeast (northeast
ﬁlament). Considering the scales and positions of the two
ﬁlaments, the majority of galaxies in A119 are likely to fall into
the cluster through the main ﬁlament, whereas the substructure
extending to the northeast of the cluster center may be due to
galaxies falling into the cluster through the northeast ﬁlament.
Because the orientation of these two ﬁlaments is coincidentally
similar to ∼90°, A119 appears to have only one peak in the PA
distribution (see Figure 4). Moreover, the coincidence between
the kinematic alignment angle of A119 (∼95° ) and the
directions of the main and northeast ﬁlaments suggests that the
orientation of the spin axes of our sample galaxies in A119 is
strongly related to the ﬁlamentary structures around this cluster.
In the bottom-left panel, we present the central part of A168,
as denoted by the blue box in the top panel. As already
described above, A168 is connected to at least four ﬁlaments31
simultaneously. Such a complicated structure can lead to a
random distribution of galaxy spin axes, but early-type galaxies
in this cluster are kinematically aligned with each other (see
Figure 9). Although the alignment signal of A168 is weaker
than that of A119, considering the alignment angle of A168 of
∼75°, many early-type galaxies in A168 are likely to have
ﬂowed from the ﬁlaments located in the west and/or east
directions from the cluster center. In addition, another
kinematic alignment angle of ∼135° formed by infalling
populations in A168 seems to be related to the ﬁlament
connected to the cluster from the south.
As predicted by simulations and observational studies (see,
e.g., Codis et al. 2012; Tempel et al. 2013; Dubois et al. 2014;
Pahwa et al. 2016), a large number of late-type galaxies are
likely to prefer PAs roughly 90° off the kinematic alignment
angle of early-type galaxies. However, if the kinematic
alignment angle of early-type galaxies is indeed correlated
with the large-scale structures around clusters, some late-type
galaxies formed by mergers in ﬁlaments are expected to show a
similar PA distribution with early-type galaxies. In a forth-
coming companion paper, we will explore the kinematic
alignments of late-type galaxies in cluster environments.
This study has looked into the kinematic alignment of cluster
early-type galaxies to understand the build-up mechanism of
galaxy clusters in terms of the accretion of galaxies along
ﬁlamentary structures. Using both PAphot and PAkin, we ﬁnd
that the luminous early-type galaxies in A119 and A168 are
kinematically aligned with each other, and the alignment angles
are closely related to the directions of the ﬁlaments around
A119 and A168. This implies that cluster early-type galaxies
have been accreted along ﬁlaments while maintaining their
predetermined spin axes, as suggested by Kim et al. (2018) and
Lee et al. (2018). Our ﬁndings provide a piece of evidence that
the kinematic alignment of early-type galaxies in cluster
environments can be a common phenomenon. By investigating
other clusters in different dynamical status, from clusters
undergoing a major cluster–cluster merger to relaxed clusters,
we will know whether the cluster-to-cluster variation is mainly
due to their surrounding large-scale structures or not. This
gives valuable information on the formation and evolution of
galaxy clusters and large-scale structures. To facilitate follow-
up studies, we provide a catalog of our sample galaxies
presented in this paper in Table 3.
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Table 3
The Properties of Our Luminous Early-type Sample Galaxies in A119 and A168
Galaxy Name Cluster R.A. Decl. Mr PAphot PAkin Ellipticity Phase-space Class
J2000 J2000 (mag) (degree) (degree)
9011900001 A119 14.06715 −1.25537 −23.48 33 155 0.23 R1
9011900006 A119 14.07562 −1.24184 −21.22 47 157 0.13 R1
9011900011 A119 14.05587 −1.23840 −19.79 135 −999 0.58 R1
9016800001 A168 18.73997 0.43081 −23.02 154 162 0.17 R1
9016800002 A168 18.73500 0.43960 −19.90 134 104 0.07 R1
9016800014 A168 18.78058 0.46580 −21.32 13 17 0.45 R2
Note.The columns give the galaxy name, cluster name, coordinate (R.A. and decl.), absolute r-band magnitude, photometric position angle, kinematic position angle
(if SAMI IFS data is available, −999 means that the galaxy has not been observed by SAMI), ellipticity, and phase-space classiﬁcation (R1 implies ancient infaller and
R2 implies infalling population) for each galaxy.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
31 It is not clear whether the southern and eastern ﬁlaments are fully connected
to the cluster or not. It seems that it is due to the data completeness problem of
HyperLeda, but if the disconnection is real, this might be the reason that the
alignment signal of A168 is not signiﬁcantly weakened despite its complex
ﬁlamentary structures.
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